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Abstract
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Learning Experience
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This paper includes information about the research and techniques used to create a prototype of a 

mobile, location-based learning experience for the creative project, Shining Light Into Shadows. 

Transmedia storytelling, user experience design, and design thinking strategies in the form of 

empathy interviews, two surveys, and saturate-and-group ideation were used. The resulting 

design connects an Instagram account, artifacts in the form of geocaches, and local historical 

information into a locative media experience using a geocache series format. This experience is 

designed to place the less recognized narratives of historically underrepresented people into the 

spotlight by weaving them into the durable, familiar narratives connected to place. A survey of 

geocachers collects information about the most important aspects of the geocaching experience 

for users as well as the more nuanced information about why, when, and how geocachers 

participate in the activity. A user experience survey of a themed geocache series is used to 

evaluate the experience for subsequent iterations. The project creates a geoseries to be used as a 

framework for other creative placemaking geocache series.

Keywords: placemaking, geocaching, mobile gaming, transmedia storytelling, location-based, 

interactive learning, locative media, diversity, inclusion
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Introduction

I love to wander, hunt for treasure, and learn about local history. During the COVID-19

pandemic, when seeing others outside my family unit wasn’t safe and we all needed diversion

and exercise, geocaching—an interactive scavenger hunt for hidden objects using GPS devices

and mobile phones—became a go-to activity that my family members and I could safely enjoy

while socially distanced from others outdoors. As I gained experience in geocaching, I realized

that only part of the fun was the hunt for the geocache. I found an even deeper enjoyment in

experiencing new places as we hunted for the scrolls on which to leave our mark. When my

family travels, we open our Geocaching app and find geocaches in the area. Each geocache is a

tiny bubble experience shared with your cohort of hunters and the other geocachers who have

hunted for it. Sometimes that experience is a simple hunt along the Cardinal Greenway here in

Indiana for a small tube hidden inside a fence post; other times the experience is a 30-minute

walk along a deserted beach navigated with GPS to a remote mailbox cache filled with

notebooks containing messages from others describing their connections with that place.

This creative project is inspired by my geocaching experience and my interest in creating

immersive transmedia experiences for interactive tourism, heritage, social justice, and education.

In Shining Light Into Shadows, I use the framework of the Geocaching app to create a

multi-layered transmedia experience that investigates the potential for local geoseries to operate

as a potent hyperlocal form of transmedia storytelling. Locative geocaching walks combine

digital interfaces, physical objects, electronic artifacts, and geo-locative technology to co-locate

audiences and narrative with place. This iteration of a creative placemaking experience extends
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traditional geocaching experiences by expanding to incorporate the narratives of notable historic

community members and relics. It provides a space for a narrative engagement with Muncie

locals, visitors to the Muncie community, and school children and teachers.

Design thinking strategies—such as surveys, interviews for empathy, and

saturate-and-group ideation—with geocachers, cartographers, and local historians inform the

subject matter of the project. Highlighting the lives of specific members of the Muncie

community who have been marginalized because of their race or gender places an important

layer of narratives that would otherwise be ephemeral over the more durable, mainstream

histories. By situating the stories of those in the margins within the grand narrative of a place, we

can connect with a more comprehensive history that embraces a variety of narratives and creates

deeper connections of empathy and understanding.

The Muncie Notables geoseries (a series of topically connected caches) develops a

second layer of interaction and exploration within the geocaching infrastructure based on specific

places, events, and historical narratives. To user test the geoseries, geocachers who search for the

geocaches will complete a user experience survey to help gain insight into ways to improve the

experience for later iterations. By creating a transmedia experience in which users encounter and

explore a tapestry of stories woven together with place, we are able to marry physical and digital

artifacts with a timely social media account, @themuncienotables on Instagram, a network of

related projects through the Delaware County Historical Society, and student work in the Ball

State University history department. The goal of this project is to transform geocacher

participants from audience members to witnesses and contributors, enabling them to connect

their own experiences with that of the people in the stories. It is guided by the question: How
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might we encourage engagement with the historically underrepresented members of Muncie

history through geocaching?
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Literature Review

This project was informed by literature relevant to transmedia storytelling and

geocaching as a tool for placemaking and audience engagement.

Placemaking and Creative Placemaking

Placemaking is a term often used by urban planners when making decisions about

strategies that will benefit a town or urban area, but it is also important for local tourism boards,

business owners, and neighborhoods to embrace the concept. The Project for Public Spaces

defines placemaking as “More than just promoting better urban design, placemaking facilitates

creative patterns of use, paying particular attention to the physical, cultural, and social identities

that define a place and support its ongoing evolution” (What Is Placemaking?, n.d., para. 1).

Central to the mission of placemaking is its aim to put community-based participation at its

center. It engages and empowers community members in the process, creating outcomes that

seek out shared narratives.

In 2010, economist Ann Markusen and arts consultant Anne Gadwa wrote a white paper

for the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) introducing the concept of creative

placemaking.

In creative placemaking, partners from public, private, non-profit, and community

sectors strategically shape the physical and social character of a neighborhood,

town, city, or region around arts and cultural activities. Creative placemaking

animates public and private spaces, rejuvenates structures and streetscapes,
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improves local business viability and public safety, and brings diverse people

together to celebrate, inspire, and be inspired. (Borrup, 2016, p. 1)

Transmedia Storytelling

In identifying and defining contemporary understanding of how stories unfold across

multiple media, Jenkins (2008) wrote:

A transmedia story unfolds across multiple media platforms, with each new text

making a distinctive and valuable contribution to the whole. In the ideal form of

transmedia storytelling, each medium does what it does best—so that a story

might be introduced in a film, expanded through television, novels, and comics;

its world might be explored through game play or experienced as an amusement

park attraction. Each franchise entry needs to be self-contained so you don’t need

to have seen the film to enjoy the game, and vice versa (pp. 95–96).

By using a variety of delivery channels, users connect with a different layer of experience. For

example, these might include locative walks (walks in which location plays a storytelling role),

apps on a mobile phone, websites on a home computer, physical artifacts, and social media.

According to Moloney (2020), each transmedia story contains internal connections, “stories

within the project that are overtly connected to each other,” and external connections, parts of the

storyworld that “extend beyond [the] media to other publishers or public life, allowing engaged

publics to build upon this content” (p. 4687). The Shining Light Into Shadows story network

includes internal nodes such as the geocaches, the First-To-Find coins, and the story descriptions

on the Geocaching.com app. External nodes include the Muncie Notables Instagram account and

Delaware County Historical Society website.
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Geocaching as a Creative Placemaking Tool

Geocaching is a location-based worldwide treasure hunt with more than three million

geocaches worldwide, including geocaches on every continent—even Antarctica (Fast Facts,

n.d.). Players use the Global Positioning Systems (GPS) on GPS receivers or their mobile phones

to hide, track, and find caches around the world. Many people have access to the tools needed to

participate in geocaching. Opportunities for transmedia storytelling within the medium of

geocaching include physical and electronic artifacts, geocaching events, blogs, YouTube videos,

social media groups, in-person clubs, geocaching contests, and different forms of geocaching.

For example, earthcaches are geological features that can be found and logged through the

Geocaching app and GeoTours are monetized geoseries that are created as promotions for areas

or businesses. The content (what is found in each geocache and in the Geocaching app) is

player-created, which aligns with creative placemaking’s mission to embrace community-based

participation; caches can be elaborate or simple to appeal to players with different levels of

interest and participation. Geocaching.com is an established platform on which content can be

stored, updated, and revisited, and its leaderboards, statistics, and log updates provide motivation

for both intensely competitive and casual players. Geocaching appeals to three of four of Bartle’s

taxonomy of gamer types (the explorer, the socializer, and the achiever); it is appealing to most

types of gamers despite their variety of gaming goals (Bartle, 1990).

Traditional geocaches contain a paper log and are associated with an electronic log on the

Geocaching app. This app has a geolocation function that helps players navigate to geocaches. It

also records player activity and is a bank of geocache locations and activity. Many geocaches

also contain trinkets, Travel Bugs (objects whose paths are recorded as they “travel” from one
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cache to the next when players place them in different geocaches), and other forms of "loot.” The

ability to incorporate objects, links to websites, and place-based media into geocaches provides

the opportunity to explore multimedia and transmedia storytelling through these artifacts.

A historically themed geocaching treasure hunt is an activity that can “allow personal

memories, cultural histories, imagination, and feelings to enliven the sense of ‘belonging’

through human and spatial relationships” (Bedoya, 2013, para. 9). Creative placemaking creates

space for everyday lived experiences and astounding stories to be shared and acknowledged.

Through transmedia storytelling, a geoseries can create a virtual space in which a community can

celebrate its accomplishments as well as have a dialogue about the tough, complicated parts of its

history.

Geocaching as a Means to Educate

“Educaching” is the method of using geocaching as an educational tool that “allows us to

capture excitement and use it to facilitate high-end learning for all students in all curricular

areas” (Brown et al., 2015 p. 95). Huizenga et al. (2009, p. 10) argue that educaching is an

effective means of education because it can “embed learning in an authentic environment,

enhance engagement, and foster learning outside traditional forms of educational settings.”

Brown et al. (2015) explain:

With its emphasis on authentic exploratory learning experiences, geocaching is an

ideal instructional strategy for gifted middle school students. The characteristics

of gifted young adolescents clearly align with the process of geocaching. Using

the energy, curiosity, and competitive nature of gifted adolescents, geocaching

provides an educational arena for students to explore and discover (p. 98).
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GeoTourism

Geocaching is an attractive media channel for tourism because it appeals to both tourists

and locals. GeoTour is the term used to describe a cache or series of caches that are created

through Geocaching.com to promote and advertise a specific business or area. These

thematically grouped geocaches are free to experience as a geocacher, but they cost thousands of

dollars to create.  GeoTours are often used by tourism boards to attract geocachers and expose

them to businesses or area attractions. For example, the Butler County Donut Trail is a GeoTour

in which players find geocaches outside 14 different donut shops in Butler County, Ohio (Donut

Trail GeoTour, n.d.). As players find the geocaches, they fill out a GeoTour “passport” by

entering code words they find in each cache. After they collect all of the codes, they send the

completed passport to the county visitors bureau and are rewarded with a Donut Trail GeoTour

coin. Locals might enjoy this as a series of fun outings they can work on during a longer period

of time; visitors from out of town might search for multiple caches in a day and use this

experience to gain an understanding of various parts of town. Donut shops benefit from the

exposure and gain customers through the GeoTour, and the players get knowledge about local

donut shops, some exercise, a feeling of accomplishment as they tick the boxes, and a sugar

high.

Geocaching and COVID-19

After more than a year of COVID-19 restrictions, finding safe opportunities to connect,

socialize, and exercise was immediately important. Many people were experiencing anxiety and

depression after months of seclusion (Kwai & Peltier, 2021). This was not limited to children

and young adults who felt their lives were put on pause; mothers, especially working mothers
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who were, “doing most of the increased amount of child care and domestic work during this

pandemic [...] get no time or space to recover” (Grose, 2021, para. 5). Geocaching is a timely

activity that provides outdoor, socially distant opportunities to exercise and spend leisure time

with others while safely masked. It can interest youth “regardless of gender, reported physical

activity levels, or traditional psychosocial factors such as social support and self-efficacy”

(Battista et al., 2016, p. 31). The exercise one gets while geocaching is a tool that can help

manage the stress and depression associated with quarantine and isolation during the COVID-19

pandemic (Reynolds, 2020).

Locative Storytelling and Shifting Geographies of Computing

In February of 2019, 81% of Americans owned smartphones (Pew Research Center,

2019). These handheld devices connect us with our friends and family as well as the world

around us; they can be used to place us within space and time. By using smartphones to bring

people to the stories of notable, historic Muncie residents and telling those stories in the places

where the narrative happened, we might find that “relevance replaces ‘recentness,’” (Le

Masurier, 2015, p. 147). St. Clair notes that “proximity is experienced as embodied through the

active presence of the audience at the site where the narrative unfolds. Depth replaces surface…”

[and that the experience is] “...an appropriate format for the exploration of issues and events

associated with particular places” (2018, p. 21).

Our mode of computing has changed from one tethered to a desktop to one that is in the

palm of our hand, everywhere we go (Farman, 2015). Now that we are able to move about the

world and easily interact with digital technology, using it as a means for storytelling becomes an

important topic of study. “Mobile story projects allow us to trace the meaningful connection
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between spatial productions, communities, and technology” (p. 104). Combining various forms

of media into locative experiences creates a dynamic interplay of material and digital interfaces.

“The pleasure of digital content, especially as seen in site-specific and locative projects, is that

data and the material world inform each other with a deeply intertwined layering effect” (p.

107). Virtual and augmented elements of a locative experience are “not a simulation of the real,

nor is it a replacement for the physical; instead, it is an augmentation of the physical by offering

experiences of the non-tangible elements that are often fundamental to life in the material world”

(p. 107).

Mental Models, Social Justice, & Storytelling

Durable media such as physical place markers and inscriptions usually tell the narratives

of those in power (Farman, 2015). When less-known narratives of groups in the margins are

placed alongside these dominant narratives, multiple layers of context are created. When

complex, layered local insights are situated within the location in which a story took place, the

experience is of higher relevance to community members and participants than one that takes

place in an environment outside the narrative. This can help affect change in the participants (St.

Clair, 2018).

By telling layered stories of place, we can make the historically underrepresented

members of a community more visible. We are able to advance human rights and social justice

by tying together stories, spaces, and mobile media:

As we consider issues of social justice and the role that digital media play in advancing

human rights and social causes worldwide, it becomes apparent that making certain

stories visible is a fundamental component for empathy, for making visible the
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communities and people who are on the margins and whose voices are often silenced, and

for communities to practise their identities in locations that are deeply linked with their

heritage. Stories and social justice go hand-in-hand and mobile media are increasingly

offering ways to tell the stories that have often gone untold. (Farman, 2015, p. 102)

Shining Light Into Shadows creates an opportunity to affect change by sharing Muncie

Notables’ stories. This enables geocachers to experience a small slice of each Muncie Notable’s

mental model. Weinberg (2019) defines a mental model as “any concept that helps explain,

analyze, or navigate the world.” (para. 10). Whenever we define mental models, our perceptions

are sure to come into play. These internal representations of physical objects and environments,

as well as the invisible and complex connections a person has with their situation and those

around them, establish them internal “mindscapes” we use to navigate the world. Shining Light

Into Shadows enables geocachers to be physically embedded in the story; they stand in a spot and

observe a view that the Muncie Notable certainly viewed many years ago. For a moment,

geocachers get a chance to imagine standing in the shoes of a person who has faced different

challenges than they have, due to race, gender, or social or economic status.

Distributed Cognition

Distributed cognition (DCog) describes the mental scope as not just an internal process

but also one that is distributed externally across our environment, through the tools we use and

the cultures and social groups with whom we interact (Hollan, et al., 2000). Distributed

Cognition was first pioneered by Edwin Hutchins in the 1980s and was detailed in his 1995

book, Cognition in the Wild, in which he described his studies and observations of the way

multiple navigators on a U.S. Navy ship worked together using a complex set of tools to navigate
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the ship safely. Through this investigation, Hutchins defined a system of distributed cognition

that identifies the spread of cognitive function across the members of a social group, the

environment (artifacts), and time. Distributed cognition is a framework we can use to evaluate

and understand the interactions, connections, and transactions that occur in that space and time

between the individual and her environment, artifacts, and time. According to Brown (2009),

“...at every moment we are not dealing with things but with what the psychologist Mihaly

Csikszentmihalyi calls ‘transactions between people and things” (p. 94). This area—the in

between—is the focal area distributed cognition attempts to define and understand. Shining Light

Into Shadows is an experience that effectively spreads the cognitive function across members of

a social group of geocachers, the environments in which the caches are placed, the geocaches as

artifacts, and time by sharing stories from the past with geocachers in the present.
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Project Design

To answer the guiding question of “How might we encourage engagement with the

margins of Muncie history through geocaching?” this project was developed in four steps:

1. Ideation sessions to identify which stories to highlight;

2. Data collection via an online survey to define what aspects of geocaching are

most important to geocachers in the geocaching experience to guide the build of

the geocaches within the geoseries;

3. Building and placing geocaches to establish a Muncie geoseries; and

4. User testing to evaluate the user experience to improve further iterations.

Ideation Session

The first stage of research identifies notable members of the Mu), users connect with

different layers of the experience), users connect with different layers of the experience), users

connect with different layers of the experiencencie community. Using Zoom and Google

Jamboard, I hosted an ideation session with two individuals. The goal of this session was to

identify the places and people to be included in the geoseries. The ideation session concentrated

on places and people that are historically underrepresented. The questions asked during this

session were:

● What members of the Muncie community (either alive now or in Muncie history) do

you think have narratives that are important but have been overlooked?

● What places within the Muncie community hold special meaning and significance for

historically underrepresented groups?
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● Can you think of places where these overlap, or new places that have come to mind

since the first question, that situate a particular person with strong ties to place that

would extend the narrative?

Each participant had five minutes to list their answers on virtual sticky notes on the

Google Jamboard. After each question, participants presented and discussed the sticky notes for

up to five minutes. Any other names and places that came up during the discussion were added to

the list of possible locations and subjects for the geoseries.

Geocacher Survey

Second, a Qualtrics survey was created and distributed to geocachers in Facebook

geocaching groups. At this time, a comprehensive demographic study of geocachers is not

available to the public. These groups included Indiana Geocachers (1.3 thousand members),

Northeast Indiana Geocachers (348 members), and Geocaching (22 thousand members). The

geocacher survey had three main sections: 1) a ranking system question and experience and

behavior questions to gain insight into which aspects of the geocaching experience are the most

important to geocachers to inform and optimize the Shining Light Into Shadows geocaching

experience, 2) open-ended questions to gather information about geocachers’ motivation, and 3)

basic demographic questions. The entire survey can be found in Appendix A.

Geocaches

Third, I created four geocaches. This included making the physical geocaches,

researching the individuals represented in them, researching and visiting the areas of significance

to those subjects, and submitting the coordinates and location descriptions to be approved

through a Geocaching.com reviewer. After they were approved, the geocaches were published
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within the Geocaching.com mobile app and website, making them available and findable to all

registered members of Geocaching.com.

User Testing

Fourth, user experience testing included two components: 1) volunteer recruitment and 2)

a Qualtrics survey that includes three sections: User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ), System

Usability Scale (SUS), and questions about their individual experiences with the geocaches. The

entire survey can be found in Appendix B. The user survey was created in Qualtrics for users to

fill out after searching for one or all of the geocaches. User testing of the geoseries was made up

of seven individuals who took a usability survey after searching for the geocaches. I recruited

users on a personal Facebook page by publishing a post about the project. Messages sent to the

geocachers who had found the geocaches requested that they fill out the survey by clicking the

included link. Data analysis revealed how later iterations of the Muncie Notables geoseries might

be improved.
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Research Results

Local historians and more than 320 geocachers from 40 different states and 31 countries

contributed data to this creative placemaking project in the form of ideation sessions, surveys,

and user testing.

Ideation Session

Two participants attended the ideation session: Melissa Gentry (BSU Cartographer and

organizer of the Muncie Notables project) and Karen Vincent (president of the Muncie Historical

Society). During the meeting, Gentry and Vincent provided information about 17 historical

Muncie community members and 11 places in Muncie that fit within the scope of the project. A

third, the Executive Director of Development at a local community college, was invited but

unfortunately missed the meeting.

Geocachers Survey

A total of 320 geocachers participated in the Qualtrics survey. Seventy percent were

female and 30% were male. People from 40 states and 31 countries participated; the top two

participant states were Indiana (50) and Ohio (30). Seventy-eight percent of the participants were

35 to 64 years old. Nearly all of the participants were white; none were Black, and only a few

were Asian, Native American, or Alaskan Natives. A few responded as “other.” Some chose not

to answer the question on race (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Races of geocachers participating in the survey.

Other demographic information showed that more than 56% of those surveyed had

achieved a four-year degree or higher degree. Seventy-one participants (26%) chose not to

answer the question about income level, but of those who did, 85 people had incomes at or lower

than the U. S. 2019 median household income of ($68,703) and 114 had incomes higher than the

median household income (U. S. Census Bureau, 2020).

The participants included a relatively even range of time spent geocaching—between one

and 20 years (Figure 2). The experience level of geocachers in the survey was established by

asking how many geocaches they have logged. Although there was a range, 280 of the 320

participants surveyed had logged more than 100 geocaches (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Length of time geocaching.

Figure 3. The number of geocaches logged.
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Because many of the participants had an extremely high level of experience with more

than 1,000 logged geocaches, it was not surprising that more than two-thirds had participated in a

GeoTour or geoseries, made vacation plans primarily for the purpose of geocaching, or

frequently geocached while on vacation.

Participants ranked the following attributes in this order of importance:

1. Accurate coordinates

2. Container suited to the environment

3. Interesting location

4. Clever or custom container

5. Does not harm the environment

6. Accurate Difficulty and Terrain ratings

7. Owner maintains cache regularly

8. Well-written description

9. Helpful hint

10. Includes interesting information or story

11. Well hidden from non-geocachers

12. Fun and/or challenging puzzle

13. Includes parking coordinates if available

The survey asked two open-ended questions. To sort and analyze this data, participants’

answers were categorized using a Group & Sort method, placing similar items together then

recording the number within that category to quantify the results. The first question was, “What

is something you have learned while geocaching?” Because some participants listed more than
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one answer for the question, some answers were placed in more than one category. The

categories formed by grouping were (number of comments shown in parentheses):

● Geocaching Tips/Tricks/Skills (68), which included responses that ranged from “How to

use a GPS” to entertaining but practical tips such as “To trust my gut in more ways than

one. And always go to the bathroom prior to a hike.”

● History (55), which included “the history of local battles” and “Visiting old cemeteries

tells the history of an area.”

● Local Information (55), which included “There are lots of things close to me that I never

knew existed!”

● Self-realization (54), which included “Patience,” and “My own limitations.”

● Science (33), which included “I love earthcaches and virtuals and have learned much

from them. Favorite fact - that Venus Flytraps are only native to about a 50-mile radius of

Wilmington, NC.”

● Awareness of Surroundings (31), which included the mysterious, “not everything is as it

seems,” and “That lamp post skirts lift, so many cool nooks & crannies of places I've

known for years…”

● Appreciation of Nature/Place (24), which included “we have explored SO many areas we

would have never known about, beautiful places.”

● Human Appreciation/Friendship (21), which included “There are a lot of nice people who

will pull over to make sure you’re okay still left in the world.”

● Frustration (2), which included “People are slobs. Sadly, a normal conversation between

my caching partner and I is the amount of trash along the roads and trails.”
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Data from the second open-ended question were analyzed in the same way. When asked

“What is one feature that some of your favorite geocaches share?” participants’ answers fell into

the following groupings: Beautiful/Interesting Location (109), Creative Container (93), Creative

Hide (66), Puzzle/Challenge (46), Story (28), History (20), Swag (19), Learning (14), Exercise

(12), Maintenance (8), Emotions (2).

The data show that for usability purposes, accurate coordinates and appropriate protective

containers are important to every geocache for practical purposes, but in terms of engagement,

the geocaches become favorites and memorable when they are in a beautiful or interesting

location in a creative container that is cleverly hidden. These results informed the design choices

when creating the physical geocaches, choosing locations, and filling out the geocache

submission pages.

Audience and Targeting

As I continued my research within Geocaching.com and geocaching groups on Facebook,

I noticed a few interesting things about demographics: most geocachers are white. Because of the

subversive nature of participating in geocaching, I started to realize the high level of privilege

one has to have to participate in this activity. Not all people feel safe lingering in public spaces

and behaving in ways that are considered strange by “muggles,” the geocachers’ word for people

who are unaware of geocaching.

Geocachers form a population with the potential to change and grow to include more

diversity. Though numbers of minority geocachers continue to climb, National Public Radio

reported Black geocachers are substantially more likely to be questioned about their geocache

hunting activities by local police or be seen as suspicious when a white geocacher would not be
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(Kramer, 2021). In Kramer’s interview, Marcellus Cadd, a Black geocacher “read a forum where

people were talking about how they were rarely bothered by the police while geocaching. ‘And I

was thinking, man, I've been doing this six months and I've been stopped seven times’” (para. 6).

This disparity between the experiences of white and non-white geocachers merits greater

investigation and inquiry.

A search for Muncie geocaches on Geocaching.com produces a map that shows a decided

spatial pattern in geocache placement in the Muncie area. The northwestern part of Muncie was

well populated with geocaches; the eastern and southern parts of Muncie had a sparser

distribution of geocaches (Figure 4). Many factors contribute to this distribution, but these go

beyond the scope of this paper. A very shallow investigation shows that this distribution pattern

is similar to the race and income distribution in the area (Figure 5). Shining Light Into Shadows

does not directly address the bias that Cadd has experienced, but it connects the more privileged

community of geocachers with the stories and spaces of important underrepresented people and

adds geocaches to the eastern and southern parts of Muncie that lack this privileged act.
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Figure 4. A screenshot of the Muncie area’s geocaches and their distribution in July 2021.
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Figure 5. The map shows Muncie, IN colored by Median Household Income of the white

population in Muncie in 2018. (Muncie, IN | Data USA, 2018).

Examining the geocaching survey shows that 97% of the geocacher survey participants

are white, confirming that geocaching’s built-in audience is predominantly white. By choosing to

use geocaching as a media channel, we are very likely to reach a white population of both

Muncie locals and geocaching tourists. Shining Light Into Shadows engages and informs the

white population that makes up most of the geocaching community to bring greater awareness

and empathy to the value of the diverse Muncie Notables’ contributions to the community.
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Representation of the Project

I chose four women as the focus for the themes of four geocaches in this initial phase of

deployment. The decision of which to include was based on their stories, their significant places,

and whether a Muncie Notables Instagram post was associated with this person. To begin the

geoseries and stay within my scope of recognizing under-represented members of the

community, I chose Ming-ming Quo and Ruth Chin who are Asian Americans and Theresa

Greenwood and Ella Keith Woldridge who are Black. I created geocaches in the form of a

birdhouse with a removable back panel that reveals an image in an embellished frame (see

Figures 6 and 7). These geocaches are more than objects; they are intentionally created artifacts.

These shadow boxes with dark interiors and Swarovski-crystal-embellished frames actually pull

light into the containers and continue the story aesthetic through the experience of “Shining

Light Into Shadows.” Each birdhouse geocache is a physical metaphor of the diverse Muncie

historical figure. Each  of these stories can be elevated to join the more well-known ones in our

community by being shared in a larger story network.
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Figure 6. The four completed geocaches as viewed from the rear with back panels removed.
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Figure 7. The contents of the geocache created about Theresa Greenwood, teacher and

educational innovator.

The text beneath the photo describes the significance of the individual and invites the

user to scan a QR code to learn more about the Muncie Notable. When scanned with a

smartphone, the QR code takes the user to the Muncie Notables Instagram post featuring that

individual, including multiple photographs and more historical information. Each geocache also

includes a plastic box within which the geocache log sheet, a pencil, a First-To-Find coin—a

small take-home reward for the vanguard geocacher—and trinkets to swap are kept safe from
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moisture (Figure 8). The custom two-sided coin was designed for each geocache and made with

a Glowforge laser printer. Figure 9 shows iterations of the FTF coin designs.

Figure 8. SWAG (an acronym of “stuff we all get”) is a fun part of geocaching.
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Figure 9. Iterations of custom First-To-Find coins created for the Muncie Notables geocaches

with information about the individual on one side and a Mary Oliver quote on the other.
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Before placing the geocaches, I researched and scouted potential locations. This included

taking photographs of considered areas and recording locations within Google Maps by dropping

Pins in specific locations that looked promising. The Pins in Google Maps are specific to

longitude and latitude coordinates that one can find with a GPS (Global Positioning System)

device. The position for each geocache was chosen based on its proximity to a location

significant to the story and how relatively camouflaged it was (i.e., a tree from which to hang the

birdhouse and a place that was not too conspicuous). Information for each geocache was entered

into a submission form on the Geocaching.com website. The information included a description

of the location’s significance to the Muncie Notable’s story, coordinates, a hint, waypoints and

landmarks, and other pertinent information such as the size, terrain, and difficulty of the

geocache. Figure 10 shows Theresa Greenwood’s geocache submission page.
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Figure 10. Geocaching.com’s interface for creating a geocache includes latitude and longitude,

descriptions, and options for difficulty, terrain, options for cryptograms, photos, waypoints, and

parking.
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After the first submission of the geocaches, the reviewer responded that two of the

geocaches were too close to “hidden waypoints” and needed to be moved to a different spot.

Unfortunately, hidden waypoints are just that: hidden. Because I didn’t know their locations,

avoiding being within a certain distance from them was challenging. After four attempts and

three denials by the geocache reviewer, I identified locations without conflicting hidden

waypoints. The spreadsheet was updated to include a link to each geocache and its assigned

number. The fourth geocache installation required approval from a committee at Christy Woods,

an outdoor teaching laboratory for Ball State students and the community, and the Geocaching

reviewer. All four geocaches were published to the free version of the Geocaching.com app,

making them available to anyone with the app without having to pay for a premium subscription.

Each of the geocaches was installed in a tree soon after the geocaches were published on

Geocaching.com. Within an hour, alerts about people finding the geocaches were sent to my

geocaching.com account.

User Testing

Seven people completed the Qualtrics User Survey. Of these participants, only one was

personally recruited; the other six are geocachers who logged the geocaches and were contacted

via the Geocaching.com messenger. When I received a notification that a geocache had been

found, I sent that user a message informing them about the project and requesting their

participation in the research through a link to the Qualtrics survey.

Finding the Geocaches.

According to the survey, all of the geocachers who found them had geocached before

looking for these geocaches. Six of the seven geocachers had logged more than 101 geocaches.
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When asked what led them to geocaching as an activity, two responded that they learned about it

through social media (TikTok & YouTube), one responded that they learned about it through Girl

Scouts as a child. The other four responded that it was an activity that included other things they

like to do, including exploring, searching, and spending time with their family, but they didn’t

elaborate on their specific point of entry into the activity.

When asked whether they do other activities while they geocache such as shopping,

purchasing food, or visiting other places of interest, all seven responded that they visited other

places of interest, and five responded that they purchased food at a convenience store or

restaurant while out. Four typically geocached with at least one other person, and three

geocached alone.

Although three geocaches were all published at the same time, only two of the

geocachers searched for all of them at once. Three geocachers had intended to search them all at

once but ended up breaking them into multiple days. Two intended to search for them on

different days. The First-To-Find (first geocacher to find and log the geocache) user searched and

found all of the geocaches within one hour of their placement and publishing on

Geocaching.com.

Four of the geocachers spent a minute or less searching for each geocache, two spent two

to five minutes, and one spent six to 10 minutes. Because the geocaches all look alike from the

outside, geocachers could find subsequent caches faster because they knew how the container

they were searching for looked. In the containers they all found free, fun items to take home

(SWAG), and three geocachers added or swapped SWAG when they found the cache.

Geocachers Learn About Muncie Notables.
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The Qualtrics survey asked three questions about geocachers’ interactions with the

Muncie Notables content inside the geocaches:

● How much did learning information about the notable member of the Muncie community

add to your experience?

● How many of the QR codes found within the geocaches did you scan?

● Were you able to successfully read about the Muncie Notable after scanning the QR

code?

In response to the first question, two people responded that “It added a lot,” one person

responded that “It added quite a bit,” two people responded that “It added a moderate amount,”

and two people responded that “It added a little.” This response could be made whether the user

visited the MuncieNotables Instagram account or not.

The second question specifically inquired about the QR code found inside the geocache.

When scanned by a smartphone, a link to an Instagram post about that Muncie Notable will

appear on the user’s smartphone. Four of those surveyed did not scan any of the QR codes, one

scanned one of the QR codes, and two scanned all of the QR codes. When asked if they had any

problems with scanning the QR codes, one participant responded that she didn’t see the code in

the first cache because she was too short, another wasn’t sure where the QR code was, showing

that not all geocachers are familiar with QR codes. The geocaches were placed relatively high up

in the trees so that the leaves would hide them and they would be less conspicuous. They were

fastened to the trees so they could not be easily removed. In the future, adding an option to

remove the geocache from the tree could be included in the geocache design or the geocaches

could be placed in a lower position to make them more accessible to geocachers, especially those
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with children. The small box where the log, pencil, and SWAG are held is removable.

When asked whether and how they might change the experience, six of the seven of the

users commented that they were happy with it as it was and wouldn’t change anything. One

person wanted to have more SWAG in the geocaches to swap. When asked what they would like

to keep the same about the experience, most replied that they would keep things the same. One

commented that they appreciated the accurate parking directions and that they liked that the

small box was located inside the bigger box that contained the photo and the scannable code.

Results from the System Usability Scale (SUS) showed that users found the experience to

be simple to use and felt confident while using it. The User Experience Questionnaire showed

similar results, with the highest score being for “interesting” and the most divided score being for

“leading edge vs. usual.”
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Discussion

Although the original goal was to develop a prototype of an experience, this project

produced the first iteration of an active, public geoseries. Through the above research, the project

could expand to celebrate even more notable Muncie women in later iterations. This project

immediately connected an extensive network of target audience users through Geocaching.com

and Instagram enabling information to spread organically to local geocachers and visitors to the

Muncie area. As more geocachers interact with and “Favorite” the individual geocaches on the

Geocaching.com platform, attention will be drawn to the geoseries and interest will be generated

within the geocaching community. This can engage the power of transmedia storytelling to turn

the participants into contributors through creative placemaking and other community

programming.

Shining Light Into Shadows creates opportunities for empathy and a diversification of

participants’ mental models about locations and the diverse people who have lived there. In some

cases, as in that of Ella Woldridge who is represented in a geocache on Madison Street, the view

might have changed substantially since she last stood there. In Ming-ming Quo’s case, the view

of Bracken Library is nearly identical to the one she had as she walked to work. Sharing a mental

model can turn an observer into a participant to create a greater sense of empathy and

understanding.

Shining Light Into Shadows embraces the theory of distributed cognition (Hollan, et al.,

2000) by spreading the experience across the many forms of the story: the physical artifacts of

the geocaches themselves, the Geocaching app on the smartphone, the text the users read within

descriptions, the company the geocachers keep during the experience, and the QR code and
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information within the Muncie Notables Instagram account. Physical, digital, social, and

temporal understanding occurs for users. They can tease apart the larger package and investigate

platforms as they absorb the experience with their hands, eyes, friends, family, and devices.

Successes and Limitations

Success: Ideation with Google Jamboard.

The ideation session was held via Zoom and Google Jamboard because of pandemic

restrictions, but even under normal circumstances, these tools work extremely well. They enable

people who aren’t local to participate, and I could record the meeting for future reference. When

one participant realized she forgot about the meeting and emailed me afterward, she was sent the

link to the Google Jamboard so that she could add any materials she liked to the session, without

being there or attending at the same time as the other participants. Another benefit of using

Google Jamboards is that the data collected is in an organized format at the end of the meeting.

The information could be easily reorganized if needed, and it removed the need to transfer

information to sticky notes and physically organize them on my dining room wall after the

meeting to analyze them.

Success: Installation to Notification.

Installing a geocache is a memorable experience. Getting into a car with geocaches and

hammer in hand felt slightly subversive. Waiting until late in the day when fewer people would

be out and near the various chosen locations was exciting. The first geocache was installed at a

little-used parking lot. The second cache installation involved stake-out style patience while

waiting for a group of utility workers to finish their sandwiches. The third cache was on Ball
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State’s quiet summertime campus where it was installed after waiting for students to make their

way through the plaza.

The entire process of installing the three geocaches took less than an hour. By the time I

was finished, the first notification that one had been found was posted, then another, and another.

The same person found all three caches, snagged the FTF coins, and logged them with messages

on the app within an hour of the geocaches being posted. Within a few days, each of the

geocaches had been logged by more than nine people. The secondary experience of reading the

messages and seeing the photos that geocachers left in the Geocaching app was an unexpected

pleasure. On a later inspection of the geocache on Ball State’s campus, I learned that people who

hadn’t logged the cache on Geocaching.com had signed the log after noticing and investigating

the birdhouse, so the “game” was accessible in a form even without using the Geocaching app.

Success: Internal and External Story Network Connections.

After the ideation session, I created a spreadsheet with columns labeled Person, Place,

Significance/Story, Link to Muncie Notables, and Type. This enabled me to examine the list

according to these factors and choose the ones I’d use as themes for the geocaches. Originally,

the project did not limit the geocaches to only historical figures on the Muncie Notables

Instagram account. But, it made the best sense to limit the scope in this way because it removed

the need to create a new, separate website; that form of the story network had already been

established. Through the Muncie Notables Instagram account, the story network could flow to a

variety of established external connections including the Notable Women of Delaware County

website, the Notable Women of Muncie and Delaware County Ball State Digital Research
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website, and the Town On Fire Project, which features Ball State student work that explores

Hoosier and Muncie women’s history during the Gilded Age and Progressive Eras.

Internal story network connections include the continuity of the geocaches’ design; after

you’ve found one, you will recognize others more quickly as being part of the same geoseries.

The FTF geocoins serve as extractable artifacts that the user will take with them into their

everyday lives after the experience has ended. In the future, Muncie Notable geocaches can be

added to the geoseries to maintain interest and grow the network following within the

geocaching community that will strengthen the larger external network of the Muncie Notables.

Limitation: Geocache Placement.

The most significant limitation of this project was the physical placement of the

geocaches. For example, the Ruth Chin geocache was initially intended to be at the exact spot

where her studio had been in the 1980s. An image of the front of her studio was included in the

Geocaching.com description of the geocache. The plan was for the geocacher to be able to place

herself in the exact position of the photographer as she experienced the geocache. Unfortunately,

the geocache had to be moved one block down the road because of the hidden waypoint in the

area. The new location provided a view of the building where Chin’s studio had been and the

photo had been taken, but this created a slight disconnect in the experience.

The second challenge in physical placement was the process of getting permission from

land conservators. The Theresa Greenwood geocache had to be moved multiple times because of

the proximity to other geocaches on the Ball State campus. After abandoning the Teachers’

College as the primary goal for the geocache’s location, Christy Woods was identified as an

alternative. Before installing the geocache, I asked permission to do so on the back of a sign. I
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received a response letting me know that geocaches had not been permitted within Christy

Woods in the past, and a committee would be formed to come to a consensus about this

particular geocache. The committee did approve the installation of the geocache, but a new

location was required. Timing prevented the Theresa Greenwood geocache from being installed

at the time of the other three geocaches, so it was not included in user testing.

User Testing

Accessibility was a factor for some of the geocachers. In the future, choosing a design for

the geocaches other than a birdhouse or placing the geocaches lower would increase

accessibility, but it would also increase the risk of them being found by non-geocachers.

I had anticipated that the user would find the geocache, sign the log and swap SWAG,

then scan the code to read more about the Muncie Notable later after they had left the site. The

geocachers that found these geocaches enjoyed them, and they gave positive experience

responses. Five of the seven responded that they valued learning about the Muncie Notable

connected with each geocache from “moderately” to “a lot.” This evaluation shows that there is

an opportunity to share information and foster empathy in users even when they are coming into

the experience for geocaching rather than to learn about local history.

Further Research and Development

The Shining Light Into Shadows project will continue to grow as I place additional

geocaches based on Muncie Notables to expand the geoseries. I plan to keep the Qualtrics user

survey active as long as possible and will continue to monitor it and gather data to inform future

geocaches.
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On July 15th, 2021, I participated in “Making History: Women’s History Workshop” at

Bracken Library on the Ball State campus. This workshop, hosted by Ball State University

Libraries, Delaware County Historical Society, Minnetrista, and Muncie Public Library, included

presentations about best practices for researching women’s history. The Notable Women of

Muncie and Delaware County project committee provided online resources for conducting

research and creating classroom projects. During this workshop, I made contact with other

people in the community who are interested in collaborating in future projects and plan to

continue to create opportunities for education and awareness of social justice issues in Delaware

County.

Beyond Summer 2021, the project could take many different routes. One possible route is

to collaborate with the Notable Women of Muncie and Delaware County project. I could use the

skills I learned during the Women’s History Workshop to facilitate community geocache-making

workshops. These workshops would empower school-aged kids, college students, and adults to

use design thinking and placemaking strategies to identify, create, research, and place Muncie

Notables geocaches. Ideally, these workshops would create geocaches that would populate the

eastern and southern parts of Muncie. Engaged participants would become contributors, creating

a rich audience journey and embracing creative placemaking’s mission to always put

community-based participation at the center.

Another possible route would be to partner with the Center for Emerging Media Design

and Development. Current graduate and undergraduate students might use geocaching alongside

transmedia storytelling techniques to explore issues of race, gender, and diversity in Muncie.
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Further research could continue exploring whether bringing more geocaches to less privileged

neighborhoods would increase geocaching activity among people in non-white populations.

Conclusion

Although COVID-19 restrictions have been lifted and we are able to reenter activities

that haven’t been available during the past year and a half, I still look forward to geocaching with

my family. My happy-go-lucky relationship with geocaching has changed since I became aware

of the privilege I have that allows me to participate in an activity in which not everyone would

feel safe participating. It is my hope that this project brings greater awareness of lesser-known

women’s narratives to geocachers as they discover the geocaches. This project enabled me to

connect narratives to places and artifacts in a way that felt personal and significant. By shining

light onto these stories through this project, I connect my own small story to the overarching

narrative of Muncie women.

As one of the geocache survey participants wrote, “There is beauty all around if we are

willing to seek it.” Making opportunities to grow understanding and through public art is one of

my passions. If you see me walking around with a hammer in one hand and a birdhouse in the

other, you’ll know exactly what I’m up to: planting more empathy and wonder in Muncie,

Indiana.
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Appendix A: Geocacher Survey

● How long have you been geocaching?

● How many geocaches have you logged?

● What is one feature that some of your favorite geocaches share?

● Have you ever done a GeoTour or completed a geocache series?

● What is something you have learned while geocaching?

● Have you ever made travel plans primarily for the purpose of geocaching?

● How often do you geocache when on vacation?

● Rank the following in order of importance to your geocaching experience:

● Accurate coordinates

● Does not harm the environment

● Owner maintains the cache regularly

● Container suited to the environment

● Accurate Difficulty and Terrain ratings

● Well hidden from non-geocachers

● Interesting location

● Well-written description

● Accurate attributes

● Helpful hint

● Clever or custom container

● Fun and/or challenging puzzle
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● Includes parking coordinates, if available

● Largest container for location

● Includes interesting information or story

● Demographic information:

● Gender

● State of residence (or country if outside the United States)

● Race

● Age

● Highest level of education

● Income level
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Appendix B: User Testing Survey

○ Have you geocached before the Shining Light Into Shadows geocaching

experience?

■ If yes:

● What led you to try geocaching for the first time?

● How many geocaches have you logged (including the Muncie

Notables)?

● How often do you go geocaching?

● What else do you do when you geocache?

■ If no:

● What led you to want to try geocaching for the first time?

○ Did you geocache alone or as a group?

○ Did you look for all of the Shining Light Into Shadows geocaches on the same

day?

○ How many of the Shining Light Into Shadows geocaches did you find?

○ On average, about how long did you spend looking for each geocache (time spent

navigating from the car to finding it)?

○ If you didn’t find one of the geocaches, about how long did you search before you

marked it DNF?

○ Did you find any swag in the geocache?

○ Did you leave any swag in the geocache?
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○ How much did learning information about the notable member of the Muncie

community add to your experience? (slider from Not Important to Very

Important)

○ How many of the QR codes found within the geocaches did you scan?

○ Were you able to successfully read about the Muncie Notable after scanning the

QR code?

○ How would you change the experience? Would you add or take away anything?

○ What would you keep the same about the experience?

● SUS

○ Rank the following from strongly agree to strongly disagree

■ I think that I would like to use educational geocaching with

locative media frequently.

■ I found this experience unnecessarily complex.

■ I thought this interface for the experience was easy to use.

■ I think that I would need the support of a geocaching expert to

participate in this experience.

■ I found the various parts of this experience well integrated.

■ I thought there was too much inconsistency with this experience.

■ I would imagine that most people would learn to use geocaching

technology very quickly.

■ I found the geocaching technology very cumbersome to use.

■ I felt very confident using geocaching technology.
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■ I needed to learn a lot before I could get going with geocaching

technology.

● UEQ

○ Please assess the Shining Light Into Shadows project by adjusting the

slide according to your experience.

■ 1 = obstructive 5 = supportive

■ 1 = complicated 5 = easy

■ 1 = inefficient 5 = efficient

■ 1 = confusing 5 = clear

■ 1 = boring 5 = exciting

■ 1 = not interesting 5 = interesting

■ 1 = conventional 5 = inventive

■ 1 = usual 5 = leading edge


